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About Us
Established in 2005 to be one of the largest integrated plant facilities of its kind in the world and the biggest in the GCC, International Cap LLC (CAPEX)
today is the fastest growing metal packaging company preferred by the leading Food and Beverage brands in the Region. CAPEX is part of the Al Watania
for Industries (WFI), one of the leading food and packaging companies in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
CAPEX specializes in the manufacture of metal closures such as Twist-Oﬀ Caps, Full Aperture Easy Open Ends, Aluminum Push-On Pry-Oﬀ Caps and
Peel-Oﬀ Ends. It operates within world class standards and facilities and has modern fast lines thus ensuring our commitment to quality and reliability. The
factory is ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 22000:2005 certiﬁed. It commits to meet all certiﬁcation requirements for Food Safety; this is our core value of
“Responsibility” towards our customers.
Today, CAPEX metal closures are exported in South Asia, South East Asia, Australia, Europe and Africa. Our culture of continuous improvement meeting
customer needs is the foundation of selling our products on a global scale.

Our Vision
To be the preferred packaging partner for food producers in the global market.

Our Mission

We add value to the food industry by manufacturing the highest quality packaging products.
We commit to protect our environment and develop our corporate culture based
on our social responsibility.
We focus on continuous improvement of our human resources, production processes
and optimization of shareholders equity.

Sustainability
CAPEX believes that running its business in a responsible and sustainable manner is
fundamental to near term success and long prosperity. As a leading manufacturer
of primary packaging, and as part of a broader supply chain, we understand the eﬀect
our actions can have on those around us.

Our Products

Twist Caps (Metal Closures)
Also called Lug Caps, belongs to the group of metal vacuum closures, which form
a hermetic seal on a glass container immediately after the capping process.
The tamper proof seal guarantees absolute air- tight seal and maintains the quality
of the contents for a long time. It can easily be opened by a quarter turn giving consumers
the right ease of opening.
Most widely used for juices, vegetables, processed food, sardines, tuna, honey, jams, etc.
Suitable for hot-ﬁll, cold-ﬁll, pasteurization and sterilization p rocesses.

Available sizes : 38, 43, 53, 58, 63, 66, 70 and 82mm.
Closure styles available:

Regular : Standard Caps.
Medium : Medium drawn caps with a height of 13mm.
Deep
: Deep drawn with a cap height 15mm which is ideal
for additional print on the skirt.
Fluted: Fluted skirted caps which enhances grip for easier opening.
Safety Button: The embosed or elevated center of the cap that serves as
the visual and audible indicator of vacuum assuring
tamper-evident products. The safety button pops up when
opened indicating product freshness and quality retention.

Snap-On Pry-Oﬀ Aluminum Caps
Also called Omnia Cap, this is a lug free closure. It is ideal for all hot and cold ﬁlls, aseptic,dry, watery
and partly fatty products that under goes pasteurization process. The absolute air- tight seal is
achieved by the special compound and the cap bead geometry that
holds onto the glass jar.
Omnia Cap is the best choice for high speed closing production lines.
Used for cheese spread, mayonnaise, butter, jams, jellies, etc.

Available size: 65 mm.

Full Aperture Easy Open Ends (EOE)
Used as closures for two and three piece cans. Our Easy Open Ends are made
from both tinplate and tin free steel material and available with various coatings
to suit diﬀerent applications.
Ideal for fruits, vegetables, tomato paste, cream milk, meat, tuna ﬁsh products etc.

Available sizes: 73 & 83 mm.

Peel- oﬀ foil Ends (POE)
Contemporary ends using aluminum foil membrane with a pull tab. Peel-Oﬀ End
is a new alternative to Easy-Open Ends.
It is tamper proof, shock resistant and easy and safe to open.
Popularly used in milk powder, juice powder, baby food, cereals, crisps, oats,
coﬀee powder, chocolate powder, tea leaves and other dry food products.

Available Size: 99 mm.

Our Processes

Our plant lay-out was designed according to the state - of - the - art standards and is
consistently commended as one of the best in the industry in terms of hygiene and
food safety by Auditors of both Certiﬁcation Organizations and our
international Food and Beverage Manufacturing partners.
Pre-Production Process:
The Coil Cutting Line that is capable to cut more than 150 Tons of scrolled
or straight sheets per day.
High speed Coating Lines allowing accurate and constant ﬁlm weights
from 3 - 30 g/m². Our ovens are equipped with puriﬁcation systems that eliminate
and recycle all volatile organic compounds reducing our carbon footprint to a minimum.
Six-color Printing Press Line specially designed for metal sheets with online
UV ink curing system supported with Trueﬂow SE workﬂow integrated
Computer to Plate technology.
Production Process:
Five Production Lines for manufacture of lug caps with individual
speed upto 1000 caps per minute.
A dedicated line to produce the Omnia Cap.
Easy Open End Line that has a capacity to produce more than 1 million ends per day.
A dedicated Peel-Oﬀ Ends High Speed Line.

Environment

CAPEX follows strict environmental regulations that aim
to enforce actions which preserve environment by:
Promoting and supporting actively the most relevant recycling
or recovery systems for our products.
Working with policy makers to ensure packaging makes
a positive contribution to sustainability.
Engaging with our customers and the supply chain to minimise the environmental
impact of packaging and package goods.
Innovating to meet long term consumer, environmental and regulatory trends.
Improving our material and carbon efﬁciency & energy reduction.

People and Society

Getting connected with society is part of our values that we always stress on by.
Making sure that our people work in a safe and healthy environment.
Ensuring that our actions/interactions are guided by fairness, respect, integrity and honesty.
Encouraging all teams to be constructive members of our local communities.
Committing to professionalism, transparency and accountability.
Respecting equality and diversity.
Engaging with local social organizations to help improving our society and environment.

Our Quality
Our Customer is the focus of everything we do. Quality is our top priority
and it is our way of life. We strive to exceed customer expectation by seeking
continuous improvements. Our roadmap for excellence is never ending.
Achieving ISO 9001:2008 and FSSC 22000:2010 certiﬁcations are
important milestones in our “Quality First” domain.
Customer satisfaction is critical to us and we ensure that all
our delivered products met the required speciﬁcation including
the way we package it.
We also take pride in allowing all our customers to conduct
annual audit at our facility to ensure our compliance and
continuous improvement.
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Our Services
We have a team of trained technicians and engineers who have extensive
experience in the metal packaging and food manufacturing industry.
We provide technical assistance and advice according to the customer’s need which covers:
Metal closures development that meet customer’s processing conditions.
Metal closures development to meet latest food regulatory requirements.
Customer Filling Process that includes seaming and capping.
New Design and artworks.
Packaging and logistics.
As a partner, we work closely with our customers to optimize new products,
process or developments. CAPEX team has a culture of continuous
improvement to meet customer satisfaction.

